In this letter, we propose an indoor visible light positioning technique that combines deep neural network based on the Bayesian Regularization (BR-DNN) with sparse diagonal training data set. Unlike other neural networks, which require a large number of training data points to locate accurately, we realize the high precision positioning with only 20 training points in a 1.8 m × 1.8 m × 2.1 m location area. Furthermore, we test a new optimization method of training data set, which is the diagonal set. To verify our ideas, we experimentally demonstrate three different training data acquisition methods that contain the common choice of training points (even set), arbitrary selection (arbitrary set), and diagonal selection (diagonal set). Experimental results show that the average localization accuracy optimized by the BR-DNN is 3.40 cm with the diagonal set, while the average localization accuracy is 4.35 cm for the arbitrary set and 4.58 cm for the even set. In addition, the training time and positioning time are only 11.25 and 8.66 ms due to a significant reduction of the sparse training data. All of the aforementioned experimental results show that the algorithm and training data optimization we proposed provide a new solution for real-time and high-accuracy positioning with the neural network.
High-Precision Indoor Visible Light

Introduction
Past decades have seen an increasing demand for indoor location-based services due to its significance in the development of smart home appliances, robots and various applications in schools, supermarkets, etc. Traditional positioning techniques based on radio wave communication, such as the extensively used global positioning system (GPS), suffers from multipath fading and severe attenuation, which leads to large estimation errors in indoor environments. To address this problem a number of positioning systems based on technologies including Bluetooth, Infra-Red (IF), UltraWide Band (UWB), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and fingerprinting, etc have been introduced [1] . However, every technology has its advantages and limitations in terms of accuracy, stability, cost, response time and robustness, etc [2] .Visible light communication (VLC) systems based on LEDs have emerged in recent years showing great potential in achieving high-precision indoor positioning while surpassing traditional methods with a number of advantages. Firstly, LEDs are cost-effective, energy-efficient and widely utilized for indoor illumination. Secondly, VLC systems do not create or suffer from radio frequency (RF) radiation [3] , For the above reasons, more attention has been drawn to improve the performance of indoor visible light positioning (VLP) systems. Both photo-diodes (PDs) and image sensors can be utilized as the detector [5] - [11] . Taking into consideration the system complexity and cost, PD-based systems using the received signal strength (RSS) algorithm are most widely investigated [5] - [8] .
In recent works, Artificial Neural Network has been applied to RSS-based VLP. In [12] , training points were evenly sampled on the receiver plane and the accuracy was only 6.39 cm even in the simulation stage, which most probably would not be reached in practical scenarios. Earlier this year, Hsu. reported to have achieved 3.65 cm accuracy in a 1 m × 0.9 m triangular unit cell [13] . However, this learning method is considerably slow and the parameters in this paper are corrected iteratively with 5680 training points. In [14] , Zhang. proposed the lightweight fingerprint-based indoor positioning approach with the generalized regression neural network (GRNN) to reduce the timeconsuming and labor-intensive of the fingerprints survey course, but they still selected 140 training points in the area of 3 m × 5 m and the average positioning error was 8.7 cm. In [15] , Guo. proposed a localization technique by fusing multiple classifiers based on received signal strength (RSS) of visible light and realized high precision indoor positioning, but the author perform the experiment with 225 training points only within a 0.7 m × 0.7 m area. Considering the area of the actual scene, it might not be suitable due to the requirement for the numerous training points. If we supply too much data into our model, the model will actually be created perfectly, but if some parameters of the positioning system are changed, such as detector tilt, LED tilt, or the replacement of detector and so on, then we need to retrain the neural network. Meanwhile, sometimes it's not easy to get enough training points in the changeable indoor scenarios such as shopping malls and hospital. In addition, extreme high-precision positioning is not required in most applications since it is enough for people to know just the approximate location [16] . Therefore, it is more important to investigate how to use limited training points to achieve positioning results with fast speed and high accuracy that is able to meet specific needs. As is known to all, the neural networks will be over-fitting if the training data is very few. While regularization is an effective solution for over-fitting. So we think that the regularization method can effectively improve the positioning accuracy when the training points are too sparse to achieve accurate positioning.
In order to verify our ideas, a VLP system based on RSS and back-propagation deep neural network is implemented under large experimental environments in this paper. The DNN is trained by the Bayesian regularization based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. We only select 20 training points in the location cell of 1.8 m × 1.8 m × 2.1 m and 100 unknown positions across the same location area can then be calculated using the trained DNN. Meanwhile, we also demonstrate a new training set selection which is the diagonal set. Experimental results show that the average localization accuracy under the diagonal set is 3.40 cm in a 1.8 m × 1.8 m × 2.1 m cell with 2.18 cm and 1.91 cm along the x-and y-axis respectively. For the even set, the average localization accuracy is 4.58 cm with 1.94 cm and 3.57 cm in the x-and y-axis respectively. For the arbitrary set, the average localization accuracy is 4.35 cm with 2.51 cm and 2.77 cm in the x-and y-axis respectively. Compared with the results in [13] , our positioning results are more accurate and the number of training points is only 20 [13] . In addition, the training time and positioning time in our paper are only 11.25 ms and 8.66 ms, respectively. What's more, the sparse training points and adequate size of the positioning area suggest that the proposed algorithm is potentially suitable for practical use in large indoor scenarios.
Analysis of Principle and Method
In our proposed system, a typical indoor scenario with four LEDs and a photo-detector is investigated, as shown in Fig. 1 . To overcome signal interference between densely arranged LEDs we have allocated a unique modulation frequency to each of the four LEDs. In traditional RSS-based trilateration algorithm using the radio frequency allocation (RFA) technique, signals transmitted from various LEDs are detected by a PD and distinguished according to their frequencies [5] . Supposing that the LEDs have a Lambertian radiation pattern, when only the line-of-sight (LOS) channel is considered, the distance between an LED and the receiver can be estimated by measuring the received signal power, which can be expressed by [12] .
where P i r is the received signal power of the four LEDs, P t the transmitted signal power, A is the physical area of the detector, d the distance between the LED and the receiver, ϕ is the angle of irradiance,ψ is the angle of incidence, T (ψ) is the transmission gain of the receiver, g(ψ) is the gain of the optical concentrator and m is the Lambertian mode number related to the semi-angle at half-power ϕ 1/2 of the LED, denoted by.
The trilateration method is then used to calculate the unknown position of the receiver. However, in practical scenarios, the amount of power detected by the receiver can be affected by many external factors including multipath reflections and the incidence angle, etc, leading to large positioning errors [17] .
In this letter, we investigate the effectiveness of introducing DNN to indoor VLP by its ability to scale the positioning accuracy in large experimental environments. The structure of the deep neural network based on the Bayesian regularization (BR-DNN) mainly consists of four parts, namely the input layer, two hidden layers, and the output layer. Signal strength of each of the four frequencies is extracted by Fourier transformation of the RSS information detected by the PD, and used as inputs of the network. The frequency of background light is different from the transmitted signal and can be filtered out during demodulation. The structure of DNN is shown in Fig. 2 .
Bayesian regularization is the process that updates the weight and bias values according to Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. It minimizes a linear combination of squared errors and weights and modifies the linear combination so that at the end of training the resulting network has good generalization qualities and it's especially suitable for the trained model with limited training data [18] .
The error performance function of the BR-DNN is [18] : Where E W is network weights and E D is the mean square error function:
We set the training data set as D = (x i , t i ), where n is the number of the training points. t n is the real output of neural network and t i is the target output, m is the total number of neural network parameters.
The likelihood probability of training data set can be expressed by:
The output error of neural network can be expressed by:
where ε obeys the Gaussian distribution and the mean value and variance are 1 and 1/β, respectively. The relation between likelihood probability and output error can be expressed by:
Where the Z D (β) is the normalization factor:
Then we can get the posterior probability distribution function of weights:
Where:
We can get the maximum value of the P (w |D , α, β, H ) when the F (W ) is the minimum, but (10) is a high-dimensional integral and can't be obtained analytic solutions, while we can use the Gauss distribution to approximate it by the Taylor series expansion at the minimum point.
According to Bayesian theory, the optimal weight parameter can be attained by maximize the posterior probability P (w |D , α, β, H ). According to the (10), we can find that the maximizing posterior probability is equivalent to minimizing total error function which is shown in (3). In order to optimize the value of α and β, we need to calculate the posterior probability distribution:
The P (D , H ) in (12) is normalization factor and it has nothing to do with α and β, so the problem of finding the maximum posterior distribution is transformed into solving the maximum likelihood function which is represented by P (D , H |α, β) . According to the [18] , the expression is:
We set the W M P is the weight corresponding to the minimum value of F (W ) and attain the (14) according to the Taylor formula:
where the ∇ 2 F (W M P ) is the Hessian matrix of F (W ) at the point of W M P . Then we can get the α and β according to the Maximum Likelihood Principle:
Where γ is the number of effective parameters and can be expressed by:
The γ is determined by the current value of α and β in every iteration. The performance function of the network shown in (3) attains its minimum value by the Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) algorithm and then optimized by the (4), (5), (16) and (17) .
Our BR-DNN functions through two stages. In the training stage, the network is trained by using the RSS values of a chosen set of points in the positioning area. The total squared error between desired coordinates and the actual output of the network is minimized through iteration to fit the specific scenario. After the network is maturely trained, the coordinates of arbitrary points in the positioning area could be obtained by using corresponding RSS information as inputs. In practical usage, timely updating of the neural network is especially important so as to guarantee real-time positioning and minimize positioning errors. Therefore, the training steps should be performed periodically or whenever there is considerable change in the scenario with the same set of training points. The flow chart of the BR-DNN-based VLP algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. 
Experimental Result and Discussion
The effectiveness of the proposed BR-DNN-based VLP system is verified under experimental environments. As in Fig. 4 , four commercial LEDs that transmit periodical rectangular waves assigned with the center frequencies of 4100 Hz, 3000 Hz, 5000 Hz and 2200 Hz, are mounted on the ceiling of a 1. Table 1 . In our experiment, 100 grid points are evenly placed in the positioning area with a density of 20 cm × 20 cm. 20 points (red points) are selected on the two diagonal lines to form the training set, and all 100 test points (blue points) are positioned in the validation stage. We also test other two different training data selection methods: the common choice of training points (even set) and arbitrary selection (arbitrary set). The coordinates of the receiver are to be obtained. In a practical scenario, a robot will be programmed to carry the PD receiver to the chosen training points periodically or whenever there is considerable change in the environment.
We evaluate the effectiveness of the BR-DNN by comparing its performance with the traditional RSS-based trilateration algorithm. The training data set is shown in Fig. 5 . We compare the positioning accuracy of our diagonal training set with that of arbitrarily and evenly sampled training sets, which we denote as "Arbitrary set" and "Even set". All sets should include 20 points and therefore the "Even set" is just an approximate. The corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) of positioning errors is presented in Fig. 6(a) . Results show that the average localization accuracy is 3.40 cm with 2.18 cm and 1.91 cm along the x-and y-axis respectively when using the "diagonal set" and 4.35 cm with 2.51 cm and 2.77 cm along the x-and y-axis respectively when using the "arbitrary set", and 4.58 cm with 1.94 cm and 3.57 cm along the x-and y-axis respectively when using the "even set". In comparison, with the traditional RSS-based algorithm, the average localization accuracy is 37.75 cm with 23.76 cm and 24.37 cm along the x-and y-axis respectively. It can be found that the network trained by our chosen set of training points gives the best performance, especially in the way of keeping all errors under an acceptable bound of 11 cm; 2D positioning results in the validation stage at all 100 points is shown in Fig. 6(b) , (c), and (d). It verifies that after being trained with only 20 points, the network is able to perform more accurately with the "diagonal set" for all other points in the positioning area than the "even set" and "arbitrary set", and the average positioning errors are 3.40 cm, 4.58 cm and 4.35 cm, respectively.
Then we compare the performance of three different localization algorithms which have been reported and the results in shown in Table 2 . The complexity of algorithm is very important due to the influence on the running time of programs [19] . The complexity of our proposed method is mainly decided by the number of nodes in the hidden layer 1 and hidden layer 2. We suppose TABLE 2 Comparison of Different Location Algorithms that the number of nodes in hidden layer 1 and hidden layer 2 is N 1 and N 2 , respectively. So the complexity of the proposed method is O (I · N 1 + N 1 · N 2 ) , where · is the multiplication operation and I is the input dimension of RSS information which comes from four LEDs. The complexity of algorithm proposed in [15] 
, where L is the total number of input RSS fingerprinting vectors and H is the number of classifiers. According to the theory in the [20] , the complexity of machine learning algorithms refers to the complexity in the testing phase, not the training phase. Therefore, the complexity of our algorithm is decided by the value of I , N 1 and N 2 , while the complexity of algorithm in the [15] is determined by the value of L and H . Obviously, the algorithmic complexity is related to the size of input data and algorithm structure and it can be analysed according to the specific indoor positioning requirements. In our positioning system, the complexity of our algorithm is very low, because the value of N 1 and N 2 are only 6 and 2, respectively. The neural network structure isn't mentioned in the [13] , therefore, we can't calculate the complexity. In addition, we can compare the cost of training data acquisition for the reason that it is related to the application of positioning system. Compare with other three algorithms, we can achieve the high precision positioning by our proposed method with only 20 training points, while the number of training data in the [13] is 5680 and 225 in [15] . The huge difference in the number of training data shows that our algorithm has the lowest training cost. Therefore, the biggest advantage of the BR algorithm is that the number of training points we used is the least. Furthermore, compared with the Back Propagation (BP) algorithm, our location results is almost the same and the number of training points is only 1/284 of the BP group. Although the positioning accuracy of the positioning system under the grid-dependent least square algorithm (GD-LS) and grid-independent least square algorithm (GI-LS) is higher than the Bayesian Regularization, our training points is only 1/10 of the GD-LS and GI-LS. It is worth mentioning that the GI-LS and GD-LS are validated in the area of 0.7 m × 0.7 m with 225 training points, while it's impossible to get enough training points in real scenarios such as supermarket, hospital, etc. Compared with [15] , our location area is 7 times bigger and the training points is only 1/10 which means that our algorithm may be more widely used in practical scenarios due to the characteristic of easy training.
To further compare the performance of Bayesian regularization algorithm in the same location area with other algorithms, we select Levenberg-Marquard (L-M) algorithm as the comparative object due to Bayesian Regularization algorithm updates the weight and bias values according to L-M optimization. We compare the corresponding cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of positioning errors and final 2D positioning errors with L-M and the results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . The positioning error of BR algorithm is 3.4 cm, while the positioning error of L-M algorithm is 6.54 cm. Results indicate that the performance of our proposed method is much better than the L-M algorithm.
Then we set the training times to 5000 to demonstrate the fast convergence of different algorithms in the same scenario. In Fig. 9 , we can find that the MSE of the BR-DNN attains the minimum after 20 training times, while the MSE of LM-DNN obtain the minimum after 4000 training times. In addition, the MSE of LM-DNN is bigger than the BR-DNN. But the value of MSE is still very big between the tested neural networks due to the sparse training points. Because of the fast convergence speed of the BR algorithm, the training time and positioning time are only 11.25 ms and 8.66 ms, respectively (Intel-Xeon). All of above results illustrate the positioning system based on the BR-DNN with diagonal training set can achieve fast and high accurate indoor positioning with only 20 training points in a 1.8 m × 1.8 m × 2.1 m area.
Conclusion
In this letter, a visible light positioning system based on RSS and deep neural network based Bayesian Regularization is implemented in experimental environments with four LEDs and a PD. Results indicate that the positioning error with the algorithm is 3.4 cm with only 20 training points in the 1.8 m × 1.8 m × 2.1 m area. Unlike other machine learning algorithms, we realize high positioning accuracy with sparse training points and the location area is closer to the actual scene. Furthermore, three different training acquisition methods are verified by experiments. The experimental results show that the positioning error under the diagonal set is 3.4 cm which is lower than the common selection: even set (4.58 cm) and arbitrary set (4.38 cm). We think it's a meaningful job because we exhibit and verify a new training data set optimization method which is different from mostly current reports in the field of indoor visible positioning. In addition, the training time and positioning time are only 11.25 ms and 8.66 ms, respectively. In conclusion, the algorithm and training data set optimization method we proposed prove the potential to be widely used in the actual indoor positioning scene due to the characteristics of easy training and high-precision.
